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### List of Abbreviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Anterior cingulate cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES</td>
<td>Conditioning electrical stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWP</td>
<td>Compressed waveform profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Thumb, Digit-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>Little finger, Digit-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Electroencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>Functional magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>Magnetoencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron emission tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Primary somatosensory cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SII</td>
<td>Secondary somatosensory cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Somatosensory evoked potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENS</td>
<td>Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

This thesis is to: (1) investigate the characteristics of the brain activity in response to the peripheral electrical stimulation in temporal, spatial, and frequency domain. (2) Present a model that describes short-term cortical reorganization. (3) Investigate the modulatory effects of the pain modulatory stimulation (transcutaneous electrical stimulation and acute experimental pain stimulation) on the pain processing system in brain evaluated by electroencephalography (EEG) or somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs). Each study used SEPs or EEG to measure the brain dynamics before, during or after various modulatory effects. Study I used painful and non-painful finger stimulation applied to the thumb and little finger tips which as an experimental model to present the brain response to the peripheral stimulation. Study II explored the effect of acupuncture modulation on EEG power spectrum mapping and source imaging. Study III, and IV investigated the modulatory effects of conditioning electrical stimulation and glutamate induced acute experimental muscle pain on brain dynamic change/short-term cortical plasticity evaluated by SEPs in response to finger stimulation. The results of these four studies suggest that (1) brain activity can be reflected by EEG peak activities in response to the experimental stimulation, which have specific correlations in temporal and spatial aspects; (2) peripheral stimulation leads to EEG response changes not only in time domain but also in frequency domain; (3) SEPs can be influenced by the conditioning experimental pain (skin and muscle pain), and the changes in the pain sensory and pain affective aspects of SEPs are different and show site-dependent effects after conditioning stimulation; (4) the activities in cortex can be presented from dipole source localization, it may have the implication for exploring the brain plasticity in an early stage under the change of sensory system.

Key words: Cortical plasticity, EEG, SEP, electrical stimulation, conditioning electrical stimulation, glutamate, dipole analysis.
1. Introduction

Human brain activity is subjected to constant variation which is the product of external environment stimulations and human behaviour. Different structures of the brain are involved in specific functions during human daily life, e.g., sensory, motor, cognitive, etc. Their functions vary with the change in external environment, peripheral stimulation, pain, and psychophysical factor. Such changes could be of short-term or long-term or even become permanent. It may lead the human brain to change from functional activation to structure changes (cortical plasticity). The changes in brain dynamics are associated with the whole human body under the certain situations, which are affected by e.g. learning activities, behaviours, or nerve lesions.

The electrical activities produced by certain neurons in a cerebral structure are directly related to the membrane potentials in cortex which can be measured by electroencephalography (EEG) and somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) (García-Larrea et al., 2003; Valeriani et al., 2003, 2006). The electrophysiological scalp recordings and the topographic maps in EEG/SEP between experimental conditions can reflect brain dynamic short-term synaptic changes in response to the peripheral stimulation which are different from the structural long-term synaptic plasticity (Valeriani et al., 2003; Flor, 2003).

1.1. What’s cortical plasticity?

Recent studies have shown that the brain is remarkably plastic not only in the young individuals but also in adults (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998). Brain functional imaging studies have shown that the recovery after a stroke is associated with a discernible reorganization of the activation patterns of specific regions after moving the affected hand (Bütefisch, 2004) and modified constraint-induced movement therapy (mCIMT) (Szafarski et al., 2006). This presents an adaptive response to the infarction of the brain. On the other hand, the peripheral part of the entire body has its own representative area in
the cortex corresponding to its sensory function. The representation area will shrink when the corresponding peripheral part is denervated or the related innervated nerve is deprived. Meanwhile, this inactive area can be taken over by the adjacent representation area, so called cortical plasticity (Rossini and Dal Forno, 2004). Cortical plasticity can occur not only in the early stages of development but also into adulthood. Local anesthesia of the thumb has been shown to cause a shift of the cortical representation areas of the neighbouring fingers (Waberski et al., 2003). A magnetic source imaging study in amputees revealed that tactile stimulation of the lip evoked responses not only in the representation area of the face in the somatosensory cortex but also within the cortical representation area that would normally correspond to the now absent hand (Elbert et al., 1997).

1.2. Cortical plasticity and pain

Cortical reorganization, as a form of cortical plasticity, reflects the brain functional activation change of the underlying mechanisms in the cortex, and can be used for the investigation of physical rehabilitation (Szafarski et al., 2006) and chronic pain treatment (Flor, 2002b, 2003). Cortical reorganization can be induced not only by amputation but also by pain (Tinazzi et al., 2004, Valeriani et al., 2003). The cortical reorganization is correlated with amount of phantom limb pain in amputees. The amount of the reorganization of the somatosensory cortex is correlated with the subjective pain ratings (Wiech et al., 2000) and increases with chronicity in patients with low back pain (Flor, 2002b, 2003). In this case, cortical plasticity has lost its meaning of original adaptive function.

However, the basic mechanisms underlying cortical reorganization are not well understood. It has been shown that a number of structures of the brain are involved in pain processing and brain plasticity (Price et al., 2006; Staud et al., 2007) and the different functional activity changes in the cortex may reflect the status of these mechanisms (Staud et al., 2007). A magnetic resonance spectroscopy study showed that the concentrations of the
glutamate in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) increased in response to painful stimulus, and that the concentration of glutamate is strongly related to the subjective pain perception (Mullins et al., 2005). Hence, activation change of the mechanisms involved in cortical reorganization can reflect the status of the underlying mechanisms in cortical or subcortical structures.

In general, studies investigating cortical plasticity have focused on the reorganization of somatotopic mapping, e.g. the change of representation area, position over a long period. However, this representation area can also show short-term changes (dynamic change) before the long-term (structural change) changes. As an early stage for reorganization in cortex, the short-term cortical plasticity is important for the investigation of the long-term cortical plasticity. It implies the tendency of the functional change in brain structures. A number of studies on cortical plasticity have been limited by the temporal resolution of techniques, the dynamic change of the brain i.e., the early stage of the cortical plasticity are not fully understood. Hence, the study of brain dynamics may have significance for pain treatment in the early stage.

1.3. Aims of the Project

It has been demonstrated that cortical reorganization occurs in the primary somatosensory cortex (SI) in patients with chronic pain. This cortical reorganization may reflect the functional changes in nociceptive information transmission and pain processing systems. Such changes can also be measured by modulated EEG and SEPs. In the past decades, most of clinical and experimental pain studies of EEG/SEPs focused on the change in EEG power spectrum and the change in amplitude and latency of SEPs. Today, the generators of these EEG/SEP brain activities in the cortical or subcortical level can be estimated by source localization.

To date, cortical reorganization is usually investigated by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques. However, due to the limitation of the temporal resolution in fMRI technique, fMRI can not be used
to study brain dynamics change, i.e., short-term cortical reorganization. On the other hand, it may be possible to use EEG/SEPs recordings to measure the acute cortical reorganization. The characteristics of EEG/SEPs e.g., amplitude, latency, power, and source localization in responses to the peripheral stimulation are still need to be further investigated.

The aims of this thesis are to: (1) Investigate the characteristics of the brain activity in response to the peripheral electrical stimulation in temporal, spatial, and frequency domain. (2) Present a model that describes short-term cortical reorganization. (3) Investigate the modulatory effects of the pain modulatory stimulation (transcutaneous electrical stimulation and acute experimental pain stimulation) on the pain processing system in brain evaluated by SEPs.

1.4. Structure of the Ph.D. project

To fulfill the aims of the project, the project was divided into four studies (Fig. 1). Each study used SEPs or EEG to measure the brain dynamics before, during or after various modulatory effects. Study I used painful and non-painful finger stimulation applied to the thumb and little finger tips which as an experimental model to present the brain response to the peripheral stimulation. Study II explored the effect of acupuncture modulation on EEG power spectrum mapping and source imaging. Study III, and IV investigated the modulatory effect of conditioning electrical stimulation and glutamate induced acute experimental muscle pain on brain dynamic change/short-term cortical plasticity evaluated by SEPs in response to finger stimulation. The interaction between these studies is illustrated in Fig. 1.
2. Pain mechanisms

2.1. General sensory system for pain

Peripheral noxious stimulation can excite the associated peripheral nociceptors of thinly myelinated A-δ and unmyelinated C-fibers (sensitive to noxious thermal and/or mechanical stimuli). Associated with these sensory nerve endings, the axon located in dorsal root ganglion and terminated in the dorsal horn of spinal cord carries the stimulus information and activates the associated nociceptive specific neurons and wide dynamic range neurons in dorsal horn. These nociceptive specific and wide dynamic range neurons are mainly distributed in the lamina I, II (out part), and deeper laminae V and VI, and X which are in charge of the transmitting and processing this nociceptive information (Millan, 1999). Each lamina in dorsal horn topographically encodes the body surface (Millan, 1999). Most of nociceptive specific neurons are distributed in the superficial lamina (I) in contrast wide dynamic neurons...
are mainly distributed in the deeper laminae (IV-V) in dorsal horn. These nociceptive specific neurons have the corresponding area in skin and collect nociceptive information in response to the activation of the peripheral fibers. The neuronal receptive fields in the dorsal horn are somatotopically organized (Millan, 1999), and overlapping (Florence et al., 1988; Doubell et al., 1997). These neurons can release neuropeptides such as substance P, neurokinin A, calcitonin gene-related peptide (Duggan and Furmidge, 1994), and neurotransmitters such as glutamate in response to noxious stimulation. These neuropeptides and neurotransmitters can change the efficacy of the synaptic transmission and the excitability of the neurons via the related alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. Both interneurons and projection neurons are activated, and the interneurons are involved in the primary modulation processing (Millan, 1999). The noxious information mainly mediated through the projection neurons in the anterolateral system is project to the thalamus, periaqueductal grey and reticular structures (Millan, 1999). The anterolateral system includes the spinothalamic, spinoreticular, and spinomesencephalic tracts and the other parallel ascending pathways. In addition, the nociceptive information can also be transmitted to higher centres after the relay of the dorsal column nuclei and via median lemniscus through postsynaptic dorsal column to the ventroposterolateral and ventromedial posterior nuclei of the contralateral thalamus (Millan, 1999). The lateral and medial nuclei of the thalamus relay this nociceptive information to the cortical areas such as SI, secondary somatosensory cortex (SII), and the dorsal insula (Treede, 2003). Nociceptive information may be modulated at different supraspinal structures by descending modulatory system during transmission.

2.2. General modulation system for pain processing

Merskey and Spear (1967) gave the definition of pain as “An unpleasant experience which we primarily associate with tissue damage or describe in terms of tissue damage or both” until the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) defines pain is “an unpleasant sensory and emotional
experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage”. Pain is described as a human experience, and a subjective complex feeling in response to the external stimulation or injury, or even no external stimulation. When nociceptive information is transmitted from peripheral sensory receptors to the higher nervous centre, the modulatory effects from the peripheral and central structures have been integrated to modulate physiological and pain processing (Willis and Westlund, 1997; Millan, 1999, 2002; Rainville, 2002) from the primary processing in the periphery, dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and the secondary processing in the thalamus, and the other structures in corticolimbic structures (Millan, 1999).

The descending inhibition system can modulate the nociceptive information during the transmission. These modulatory effects originate from the somatic sensory cortex, the hypothalamus, the raphe nuclei, the periaqueductal gray (PAG) matter of the midbrain, and other nuclei of the rostral ventral medulla (RVM) (Goffaux et al., 2007) and act in these sites and the dorsal horn of the spinal cord by endogenous opioids, serotonin or other neurotransmitters (Willis and Westlund, 1997). For example, the PAG sends inhibitory projections to the spinal cord neurons directly, or the activities of the PAG indirectly project to the spinal cord through the nucleus raphe magnus, adjacent reticular formation and the other areas of the brain stem (Mantyh, 1983; Willis and Westlund, 1997) and produce diffuse analgesic responses (Fairhurst et al., 2007; Goffaux et al., 2007). The projection neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord receive descending inhibition from the brainstem neurons and modulate the nociceptive information.

Due to the key role of the PAG in the descending modulatory systems, the stimulation in PAG area can induce a modulatory effect on the nociceptive information (Carstens et al., 1979; Lin et al., 1996; Calejesan et al., 2000; McMullan and Lumb, 2006). Hence, the pain-related cortical areas which have inputs to the PAG area are involved to play a modulatory role such as anterior cingulate cortex, insular cortex, etc. (Calejesan et al., 2000; Rainville, 2002; Valet et al., 2004).
2.3. Brain structures involved in pain processing

A number of the cerebral structures are involved with the transmission and processing of the nociceptive information (Davis, 2000; Peyron et al., 2000; Kakigi et al., 2004). The SI has been shown to play a main role in localization of the stimulus point, and the SII and insula are important sites for pain perception. An EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG) study showed that only SI is activated contralaterally in response to peripheral stimulation and the others can be bilaterally activated (Kakigi et al., 2004). Positron emission tomography (PET) and fMRI studies demonstrated the activities of thalamus and cingulate cortex are most associated with the acute pain. The responses of the thalamus to the painful stimulation are bilateral.

The thalamus plays a crucial role for receiving and relaying nociceptive information. It can receive nociceptive information from several spinal tracts and encode the discriminative-sensory and the motivational-affective aspects of the pain response (Schaible, 2007). The different parts of the thalamus are associated with the respective function for processing the nociceptive information, e.g., ventroposterolateral (VPL), ventroposteriomedial (VPM), and ventroposterior inferior nucleus (VPI), the posterior division of the ventromedial nucleus (VMpo). The VPL and VPM are targeted from the ventral spinothalamic tract (STT), and the dorsal STT is terminated in VPI. The VPL receives STT input mainly from the projection of the lamina V neurons in spinal cord, and the VPI can receive that from lamina I and V (Craig, 2006). The lateral thalamic nuclei projected the nociceptive information to the primary (through VPL, VPM) and secondary somatosensory cortices (through VPL, VPM, and VPI), insular cortex (through VMpo) (Brooks and Tracey, 2005), and parietal operculum. The medial thalamic nuclei of the thalamus project the nociceptive information to the various areas of the cortex, e.g., ACC (Arienzo et al., 2006), amygdala, hippocampus, and hypothalamus. These are so called lateral and medial pain systems based on the projection sites from medial or lateral thalamic structures to the cortex respectively.
(Brooks and Tracey, 2005). Neuroimaging MEG, PET, fMRI studies showed that, the activities of the lateral pain system are associated with discriminative aspects of pain (Davis et al., 1995), whereas the activities of the medial pain system are associated with affective, attention and cognitive aspects of pain (Arienzo et al., 2006; Kupers and Kehlet, 2006). Lesions of the ventral posterior complex (VP) of the thalamus can lead to central pain (Montes et al., 2005). In addition, the VMpo of the thalamus also processes nociceptive information, which comes from the lamina I neurons (Craig, 2006), and projects nociceptive information to the insular cortex which are associated with both the sensory-discriminative and cognitive dimensions of pain processing (Schlereth et al., 2003, Brooks and Tracey, 2005).

The cingulate cortex is mainly responsible for affective and cognitive or emotional aspects of pain perception (Kakigi et al., 2004). The ACC is modulated by analgesics (Bromm and Meier, 1989) and acupuncture analgesia (Zhang et al., 2003b). The cingulate cortex is part of the limbic system, widely connected with the descending modulation system for pain (Zhang et al., 2005). ACC is also important for the emotional component of pain and involved in pain processing in tonic persistent and acute pain (Derbyshire et al., 1997; Casey, 1999; Peyron et al., 1999; Buchel et al., 2002). The features of ACC in pain perception are reviewed in PET/fMRI neuroimaging research (van Veen and Carter, 2002; Barch et al., 2001; Allman et al., 2001; Peyron et al., 2000). The regions of the hypothalamus and periaqueductal grey are also involved in pain processing (Peyron et al., 2000).

To summarize, the SI, SII, parietal cortex, insular cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and thalamus are involved in pain processing. However they are also involved in other sensory processing.
2.4. EEG and pain

When nociceptive information is transmitted to various cortical and the subcortical structures, it may lead to the change of bioelectrical potentials on the scalp. As a non-invasive recording method for neurophysiologic measurement of the electrical activity of the brain, EEG signals can precisely reflect the brain dynamics on a millisecond by millisecond basis. The activations of the underlying mechanisms of the brain in response to the pain can be explored by power spectrum, coherence, source, the correlation between the different structures in the cortical and subcortical level, and event-related potentials (ERP), which will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

EEG recordings have been used to investigate brain activity in response to the clinical and experimental pain. Previously it has been shown that EEG power in delta, theta, and beta bands increases with increasing pain intensity ratings (Stevens et al., 2000). The power spectrum of the resting EEG in patients with chronic neurogenic pain showed higher spectral power over the frequency range of 2~25 Hz than that of the healthy subjects (control group). After a thalamic surgery, the excess theta EEG power decreased in the patients with pain, and 12 months post surgery approached normal values suggesting EEG power may be associated with the amount of neurogenic pain and the relief of the pain leads to EEG power decrease (Sarnthein et al., 2006). Tonic experimental pain induced by thermal stimulation causes change in EEG power (Huber et al., 2006). A decrease of power in the alpha 1 band (8~10 Hz) was observed during cutaneous painful stimulation (Drewes et al., 1999). Median nerve stimulation has shown that beta activities in cortex are associated with the alterations in sensory processing (Lalo et al., 2007).

Attention, prediction, and anxiety may affect pain perception. The neuronal activity of the resting human brain is dominated by spontaneous oscillations in primary sensory and motor areas. A MEG study showed that the alpha band oscillatory activity has a negative correlation with the excitability of the human
somatosensory system (Ploner et al., 2006). Alpha rhythm prior to painful stimulation has been associated with the prediction of the subjective evaluation of pain intensity (Babiloni et al., 2006). Furthermore, EEG power showed that the oscillatory activity is associated with the change in brain structure, and might serve as a marker of cortical reorganization (Carmichael and Chesselet, 2002; Anderson and Horne, 2003; Luber et al., 2004; Kriegseis et al., 2006).

2.5. SEPs and pain

2.5.1. SEP components and pain perception

SEPs are electrical potentials generated in sensory pathways at peripheral, spinal, or cortical levels in response to peripheral stimulation. According to the waveform of the SEPs in the brain cortex responding to an electrical stimulus applied to median nerve, the peak activities of SEPs are divided into early components (0~50 ms), middle components (50 ms~100 ms) and late components (100 ms~400 ms) (Niddam et al., 2000). EEG and MEG studies have shown that the sequence of activation in the cortex in response to peripheral stimulation is SI, SII, and insular cortex, and they are activated parallel, almost simultaneously. These cortical structures are related to pain discrimination, which can be reflected by the activation of the early and middle SEP components. The cingulate cortex and the medial temporal area around the amygdala and hippocampus were activated in response to painful stimulation. They are more associated with the affective and cognitive aspects of pain (Kakigi et al., 2004). The amplitude of N140 component of pain ERPs is modulated by anxiety, which is shown by an increase in the ERP amplitude (Warbrick et al., 2006). The late SEP component P320 is related to the cognitive aspect in pain perception (Kakigi et al., 1989) and is generated by the thalamus. Animal study showed the vertex potentials are associated with the pleasantness of the noxious stimuli (Stienen et al., 2006).

2.5.2. Pain-related SEPs and attention
SEPs are not only associated with external stimulation, but also affected by subjective psychophysical factors such as attention. Attention has been shown to influence both the negative and late positive components of the pain-evoked SEPs. In general, mechanisms of attention are associated with prefrontal, midfrontal, and posterior parietal cortices, anterior cingulate, and thalamus (Posner and Rothbart, 1992). Ohara et al., (2006) demonstrated that attention to painful stimuli enhances synchrony between cortical pain-related structures and the focuses of the attention may increase the synchrony activation between different structures (Babiloni et al., 2003, 2004; Del Percio et al., 2006).

2.5.3. Pain-related SEPs and cortical reorganization

SEPs have a close relationship with pain perception and intensity, and have been used to investigate cortical reorganization. SEPs can provide information about the changes in the peripheral and central nervous systems. For example, chronic pain has been shown to be associated with the loss of tonic inhibition in tactile afferents (Treede, 2003). It may affect the SEPs to external stimulation in patients with chronic pain, and result in the cortical reorganization which has been shown to be occurred in phantom limb pain (Flor, 2002b, 2003). Hence, the modulation of SEPs can be used to investigate the cortical reorganization in nociception system following injury or lesions of the peripheral nervous system. The brain dynamic change to different modulation methods e.g. conditioning electrical stimulation (CES) and neurochemical injection into the muscle may be investigated by SEPs. The related spatial and temporal profiles of modulated SEPs can be used to explore the brain dynamics. The amplitude, latency, topography, and dipole analysis of SEPs may present this change from different dimensions.
3. Experimental methods to investigate brain activity

3.1. Fingers electrical stimulation (Study I, III, IV)

The SI can be activated in response to the peripheral electrical stimulation (Buchner et al., 1994). In SI, the representation area of the 5 fingers is located in the postcentral gyrus corresponding to Brodmann area 3 (Kurth et al., 2000). The representation area of the thumb locates at most laterally, anteriorly and inferiorly and that of the little finger locates at most medially, posteriorly, and superiorly (van Westen et al., 2004). A number of studies also showed that the representation areas of fingers, from thumb to little finger, located in lateral to medial positions along SI (Okada et al., 1984, Sutherling et al., 1992). Multiple digit representations, observed in the SI, have been investigated with fMRI in response to finger stimulations (Kurth et al., 1998, Gelnar et al., 1998). The spatial distance of the cortical representations between thumb (digit 1, D1) and little finger (digit 5, D5) is the greatest in SI (Gelnar et al., 1998) around 12-18 mm (Maldjian et al., 1999, Kurth et al., 2000). The distance between the fingers’ representative areas reflects the hand-span (Tanosaki et al., 2004).

The cutaneous innervation of the thumb and little fingertips are respectively located in the terminal branches of median nerve and ulnar nerve (Laroy et al., 1998). In this thesis, finger electrical stimulations were used to investigate the effects on different innervation area (Study I) after conditioning electrical stimulation was applied at the He-Gu acupoint (Study III) and by glutamate injection into the muscle (Study IV). The effects of these modulation methods on the brain activity can be reflected by the dynamic change of representative area/position of these fingers in the cortex in response to the peripheral stimulation.

In study I, III, and IV, the finger stimulations were applied at the right thumb and little finger fingertips with non-painful (intensity-2 according to verbal rating scaling system, study I) and painful intensity (Intensity-6 according to
verbal rating scaling system, study I, III, and IV), respectively by a pin-electrode fastened on a Velcro-ring device. The stimulation reference electrode was placed at the base of the first and the fifth metacarpophalangeal joints, respectively, corresponding to thumb and little finger stimulations.

3.2. Electroacupuncture (EA, study II)

Essential mechanisms of the acupuncture physiologic effects have been hypothesized (Kaptchuk, 2002): (1) the short-term effect caused by frequency modulation of neuroplasticity and (2) the long-term effect caused by gene transformation of protein synthesis (Uchida et al., 2003) demonstrated by brain activities in anterior cingulus, insulae, cerebellum and frontal gyrus in neuroimaging studies (Biella et al., 2001). Central to the basic mechanisms of the acupuncture effect is the theory of frequency-dependent modulation of brain function (Han, 2003). The changes of sensorimotor oscillatory activity specifically reflect the modulations in excitability of the somatosensory system and thus provide direct evidence for the basic tenet of an association between oscillatory activity and cortical excitability (Ploner et al., 2006).

Different electroacupuncture stimulation frequencies can induce different neurochemical effects. Stimulation at a frequency of 15–30 Hz is more effective than a lower frequency of 2–3 Hz in triggering peptide releases of vasopressin and oxytocin into the incubation medium determined by specific radioimmunoassays (Racke et al., 1989). Burst stimulation was more effective in promoting hormone release than constant frequency stimulation on cortical excitation (Cazalis et al., 1985). Both low- and high-frequency stimulations have been shown to induce analgesia, but there were differential effects of low- and high-frequency acupuncture on the types of endorphins released (Shen, 2001). Low-frequency (2 Hz) and high-frequency (100 Hz) electroacupuncture stimulation selectively induced the release of enkephalins and dynorphins in animals and humans (Ulett et al., 1998). It remains to be
determined whether low- or high-frequency stimulation modulates human EEG responses.

In study II, electroacupuncture stimulation (HANS: Han’s acupoint nerve stimulator, Model LH202H TEAS) was used. The selected acupoint stimulation performed at LI.4 (He-Gu point) i.e. the first interosseous muscle of the left hand. The control point was at the area overlaying the fourth interosseous muscle, as previously used in other fMRI studies (Hsieh et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2002). The frequency of electroacupuncture stimulation was 100 Hz vs. 2 Hz. The intensity was adjusted slightly below the pain or discomfort threshold.

3.3. Conditioning electrical stimulation (Study III)

Previous studies have revealed the modulatory effect of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) on SEPs during the conditioning electrical stimulation (Ashton et al., 1984; Desselhoff, 2000; Hoshiyama and Kakigi, 2000; Kaplan et al., 1997; Niddam et al., 2000; Turner et al., 2002). TENS studies have reported significant changes in SEPs and pain relief during TENS, which supports gate control theory (Garrison and Foreman, 1994; Melzack and Wall, 1965). In addition, Hoshiyama and Kakigi (2000) systematically explored the post-effect of TENS on SEPs, and revealed a long lasting effect on the SEP amplitude. However, little is known about the early stage of the SEPs after the conditioning stimulation as reported in the above studies (Hoshiyama and Kakigi, 2000).

Similarly, acupuncture stimulation (Chen et al., 1996; Saletu et al., 1975; Xu et al., 1993) showed a significant decrease in the late SEP activities and increased pain sensitivity threshold. Further investigations of the effects of the different stimulation levels on SEPs are still required. High-frequency acupuncture stimulation can generate an effective analgesic effect via distinct central mechanisms (Zhang et al., 2003a). Although the results from Study II demonstrated the activity of the Theta power significantly decreased in
cingulate cortex compared with control during high-frequency
electroacupuncture stimulation but not low-frequency electroacupuncture
stimulation. However, it has not been investigated whether the stimulus
intensity levels at the high frequency may induce cortical plasticity.

In study III, the conditioning transcutaneous electrical stimulation (CES, 100
Hz) was applied to the acupoint LI.4 (He–Gu point) in the first interosseous
muscle on the right hand (dorsum and palmar side) via a pair of self-adhesive
skin electrodes by HANS device with low-level (intensity-1) and high-level
(intensity-5).

3.4. Experimental acute muscle pain stimulation (Study IV)

Glutamate has been shown to excite N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors
on the muscle afferents (Cairns et al., 2003) and induce acute muscle pain
and peripheral mechanical sensitization (Svensson et al., 2003; Ge et al.,
2005). Rossi et al., (1998) have investigated the effect of muscle pain on the
SEPs, they injected levo-ascorbic acid in the extensor digitorum brevis muscle
of the foot, the result showed a depressed middle component, N60-P75 but no
early component was affected in evoked SEPs.

A number of studies have compared SEPs related to electrical stimulation of
the muscles and skin (Chen et al., 2000; Niddam et al., 2000, 2001; Shimojo
et al., 2000; Restuccia et al., 2002). Different topographies in the early phase
of SEPs between muscle and skin stimulation have been found, in addition
together with the prolonged peak latency in the late phase from SEPs for the
muscle stimulation (Chen et al., 2000; Niddam et al., 2001). To date, the
majority of these studies focused on the differential effects of painful
stimulations between skin and muscle on the cerebral activities, and only a
few of them investigated the effect of the acute muscle pain on the SEPs from
cutaneous stimulation. Valeriani et al. (2003) examined the modulatory effects
of topical capsaicin application on laser-evoked potentials. Rapid short-term
plasticity, as reflected by amplitude, topography and dipole source in the
cingulate cortex was induced by acute cutaneous pain. However, little is known of the effect of the acute muscle pain on SEPs. In study IV, sterile solution of glutamate (0.2 ml, 1.0 M) or isotonic saline solution (0.2 ml, 0.9% as a control) was manually injected into the right thenar muscle in each session to induce the acute experimental muscle pain.

4. EEG data acquisition and management

4.1. EEG recording

In studies I-IV, EEG recordings were carried out using 128-Channels high density A.N.T. System (0-550 Hz amplifier filter), EEG data was sampled at 2048 Hz (study I, III, and IV) or 512 Hz (study II), including two electro-oculogram (EOG) channels and two reference channels M1 and M2. All the EEG channels were recorded in reference to the left mastoid M1. The ground electrode was placed mid-way between the eyebrows. Reference electrodes M1 and M2 were placed on the left and right mastoid muscle respectively. Ag/AgCl electrodes (5mm diameter) were attached to the scalp using electrode cream (EC2, Grass), and the electrodes impedances were below 10 kΩ. The electrodes were mounted according to the montage 10-5 system (Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001).

4.2. EEG data analysis

In study I, III, IV, the 124-channel EEG signals were re-referenced versus the bilateral reference (averaged M1 and M2) in the offline analysis. Hereafter, the EEG signals were band–pass filtered at 0.5–100 Hz and notch filtered at 50 Hz (study I, and III, study IV no notch filtering). Fifty milliseconds of pre-stimulus and 450 ms of post-stimulus were recorded as one epoch. Then these epochs were conducted to linear-detrend and artefact rejection processing (e.g. an overview visual inspection of bad electrodes combining epoch by epoch visual inspection). After rejection of EOG contamination and non-specific artifacts (eye blinking, DC bias, Large amplitude, e.g. exceed ±
80 mV), each valid epoch was subjected to averaging and bad electrode correction. A grand average was obtained from the subject group. Data processing was carried out using the EEprobe program (ANT, The Netherlands). Further analysis was carried out using the Advanced Source Analysis program (ASA 3.0) where specific peaks of SEPs were extracted according to the compressed waveform profiles (CWP). The related topography and potentials, dipole fit analysis (except study I) of distinct specific peak stage at different conditions was processed, and the 3-shell spherical head model and MRI slice were combined to perform dipole source localization. In the specific events which were extracted from CWP, the dipole was superimposed on the MRI slices of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard brain. The event for each peak stage was defined, and the duration of the event was defined as 4 ms for the early peak stages and 10 ms for the late peak stages according to their features. A moving dipole model was used to calculate the dipole for each peak stage. The related parameters of the dipole, e.g. position and magnitude, were also analyzed. The dipole analysis was carried out for each individual subject in order to investigate statistical significance and for group based on grand average file to present the dipole localization from group point of view.

In study II, data processing procedures were similar to study I, III, and IV, except the length of epoch was set to 2 sec. Each epoch was subjected to Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis instead of dipole analysis to obtain the absolute EEG band power (μv²) at each electrode in the following 6 bands: Delta (0.5–3.5 Hz), Theta (4–7 Hz), Alpha-1 (7.5–9.5 Hz), Alpha-2 (10–12 Hz), Beta (13–30 Hz), and Gamma (35–45 Hz). These broad bands were defined by the conventional IFCN guideline (Nuwer et al., 1999). For each condition and stage, the six band powers of valid epochs were averaged. The group averages and FFT maps of different stages were performed by ASA 3.0 software (A.N.T. Enschede, Netherlands). Topographic maps of the mean amplitude of the surface EEG power were calculated on a 3D “quasi-realistic” cortical model by a spline interpolating function (Babiloni et al., 1996).
5. Integrated Discussions

5.1. Temporal-spatial dynamic changes in the SEP topography and compressed waveform profile (CWP)

The spatial and temporal brain events may cause the subsequent activation of the groups of neurons through their afferent and efferent connections (Horwitz, 2003), and lead to the activation of the different functional areas in cortex in response to the intramuscular electrostimulation of the abductor pollicis brevis muscle (Niddam et al., 2005). Some studies have focused on the very early SEP components (Niddam et al., 2000; Niddam et al., 2001). In study I, III, and IV (Fig. 2), the current efflux activities of the early SEP component (see topography) were concentrated on the contralateral sites at the post central somatosensory cortex in response to the right D1 and D5 stimulation. In contrast, current influx activities mainly spread to the frontal area. These findings are consistent with the other studies (Kakigi et al., 2000). Different influx sites distributed in the frontal area between D1 and D5 may reflect different coding dynamics between D1 and D5. In addition, the activity of the focal maximum site and the short durations of the early SEP components may indicate that these activities are directly associated with the stimulus, and the generator of these activities is located in a shallow position. On the contrary, for the late SEP components, there was no correlation between the position of the activities in the topography and the stimulation site. Furthermore, the late activities lasted longer when compared to the early SEP components and the single flux current source spreads from the focal maximum site in parietal cortex (see CWPs and topography in fig. 2) similar to the study of Kakigi et al. (1989). Valeriani et al., (2006) showed that the temporal and spatial change of topography for the late SEP components elicited by nociceptive cutaneous CO\(_2\) laser stimulation in response to the tonic cutaneous pain, shifting from the central toward the parietal region. The change of topography may indicate certain brain activities (generators) are in a deeper position (cortex or subcortical level) in response to the stimulation, e.g. cingulate cortex (Chen et al., 1998; Bromm and Lorenz, 1998; Schnitzler 26
and Ploner, 2000; Garcia-Larrea et al., 2003). In addition, according to CWPs and topographies, the late SEP components were associated with the intensity of the stimulus (Study I), and their shapes were more distinct for painful electrical stimulation (Study I, III, IV) compared to the non-painful electrical stimulation (Study I). These late components can be modulated by conditioning electrical stimulation (study III) and acute muscle pain (study IV). The changes of CWPs may reflect the brain activity change for the pain perception. Our results (Study I, III, and IV) indicate that the stimulation modalities, stimulated sites, recording modality, recording sites may affect topography and CWPs.

5.2. Latency change in response to the stimulation

No change for the latency in the early SEP components indicates that there was no change in the sensitivity of the different fibers or sensory pathway from peripheral to central nervous systems to the stimulation. Different stimulus levels (Study I) or after conditioning stimulation (Study III) and acute muscle pain (Study IV) may not affect the ascending sensory pathway, hence, the latency for the early components are not affected.

There was no change in peak latencies before and after high-level CES for both D1 and D5 (Study III). On the contrary, the SEP latency in the late phase for D1 was significantly reduced after acute muscle pain may arise from the injected site located in the same innervation area of D1, i.e. the median nerve (Fig.3, Study IV) but not for D5 (innervated by ulnar nerve). The reduction of the latency of the late component for D1 SEPs reflects the activation change of pain processing in the cortex (Kakigi et al., 1989; Lenz et al., 1998; Rios et al., 1999), and more underlying mechanisms in the sub-cortical or cingulate cortex become excitable and result in a change in generator location after glutamate induced muscle pain compared to that before pain. This effect is possibly dependent on the injection site, which located in the median nerve innervations areas and closed to D1. This sensitized local area results in the systematic effect on the occurrence of certain neurotransmitter or modulators.
in ascending somatosensory pathway (Broman, 1994) and reduces the late SEP latency of D1, rather than D5. Hence, the functional change of the ascending somatosensory pathway might cause the activation change in the cingulate cortex, which may relate to emotion and cognitive processing (Price, 2000; Apkarian et al., 2005).

The reduction of the latency of the late D1 SEP component may also reflect the functional activation of descending systems which modulates pain transmission by cognitive, attentional, and motivational aspects of the pain experience (Ren and Dubner, 1999).

5.3. Amplitude change

Innocuous and noxious peripheral afferent information travels through different parallel pathways via different fibers and velocities to the cortex and forms the early and late SEP components as measured by EEG (Inui et al., 2003).

The significant increase in amplitude of the positive activities for the early SEP components from the non-painful to painful stimulation (Fig. 4, study I), showed the positive focal amplitude of the early component reflects the intensity of the stimuli. This component is related to the site and the intensity of the stimulation (Study I, III, and IV). Since our electrical stimulation was applied to the fingertips, the response was more concentrated on the focal site in the contralateral SI. In contrast, the significantly increased area magnitude of the late SEP components from the non-painful to painful stimulation (study I) may reflect the response activation of the deeper structure compared to focal amplitude.

In study III, the significant effect of the high-level CES on the positive activities of the early SEP components (Fig. 5) suggests that only high-level CES can affect the discriminative information transmission, and it can lead to the rapid changes in the underlying function of mechanisms in the cortex through Aβ
fiber. The increased amplitude (34 ms) and decreased amplitude (45 ms) of the early SEP components for D1 reflect the excitation of peripheral input to the cortex and the modulatory effect of the high-level CES respectively. This modulatory effect depends on the stimulation site and shows site-dependent effect. In contrast, the activations of the late components are enhanced after high-frequency CES but intensity-independent, and the enhanced activation of the mechanisms for pain processing is also showed a part of site-dependent. It may indicate that the long-lasting high frequency CES at He-Gu acupoint may enhance the activation of nerve endings and fibers innervated by median and radial nerve and cause the enhancement of the late SEP component. Meanwhile, since the stimulated sites of the CES and D1 stimulation belong to the same innervation area (median nerve), and may lead to the peripheral inhibition effect on D1 rather than on D5.

In study IV, no change in amplitude for the late SEP components of D1 but not for D5 suggests that experimental muscle pain may contribute to the affective and unpleasant aspects of pain perception for D1. It indicates that acute muscle pain can cause the release of the neurotransmitters and lead to excitation of supraspinal processing (Flor, 2002a) and partly counteract the effect of the inhibition neuron activities. The activated underlying mechanisms in the supraspinal centers during acute muscle pain can also easily be activated by the painful electrical stimulus applied to the same median nerve innervation area (D1) after the experimental muscle pain. This could partly counteract the effect of the inhibition neuron activities and keep the activation of the cingulate cortex. Since the stimulated site of D1 stimulation was located in the same median nerve innervations area as the injection site, this phenomenon could be site-dependent.

In contrast, the decrease of the late SEP amplitude before and after pain for D5 in the glutamate session, and for both D1 and D5 in the saline session indicates the adaptation function of the central nervous system to long-lasting painful electrical stimulation including descending inhibition.
5.4. Source localization

Generally, the source of the SEPs can be estimated by raw EEG scalp potentials via equivalent current dipole analysis (equivalent current dipoles, ECDs). For early activation, the dipoles are located in the SI, which are associated with the localization of the stimulation site. In contrast, the dipole location for the late component reflects brain activation in the cingulate cortex or the other subcortical structures related to the pain processing and modulation, and it will not be directly associated with the nociceptive information through the ascending pathways. However, the nociceptive information may indirectly affect the pain perception through the other brain structure. Hence, the change of the dipole location may reflect the activation of these other pain perception structures in response to the painful stimulation.

In this project, the generator of the brain activity in response to the painful finger stimulation was modulated in the SI (Study III) and in the cingulate cortex (Study IV). In study III the dipole location was significantly changed in SI after high-level CES (Fig. 6). Although the cortical representation areas of the peripheral digit nerves are known to be interwinded and overlap (Kaas, 1999), this dipole location change in SI is related to the stimulated site and may be accounted for by the different synaptic connectivity changes of dorsal horn neurons in spinal cord for D1 and D5 according to the different nerve innervated areas. If both were differentially modulated at the dorsal horn level, it may result in unequally effect at the early activities of SEPs. For the late D5 SEPs component, the dipole position significantly shifted from a superficial location (medial frontal gyrus Brodmann area 6, the premotor area) which is associated with cognitive function (Hanakawa et al., 2002) to a deeper area (limbic lobe, cingulate gyrus, ventral anterior cingulate cortex, Brodmann area 24) related to the attentional and affective pain processes after acute muscle pain (Fig. 7, Study IV). This result indicates that the activation of certain aspects of pain perception is changed at the cortical level after acute muscle pain. Before muscle pain, the long-lasting moderate painful stimulation on the
little finger can increase the subject’s latent expectation to move the finger. Hence, the activation of the premotor area (BA 6) becomes dominant in response to the painful electrical stimulation to D5. After acute muscle pain, the activation of the anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24) becomes more responsive and dominant in the cortex when painful electrical stimulation is applied to the little finger (D5) and the dipole location is significantly shifted to the deeper area in the cingulate cortex. This result is consistent with a positron emission tomography study which showed that the premotor cortex (Brodmann area 6) intends to be more active during noxious cutaneous stimulations (Svensson et al., 1997), where the activation of the anterior cingulate cortex is more contributed by both noxious cutaneous stimulation and effect of muscle experimental pain. Furthermore, acute muscle pain may also affect other underlying pain mechanisms corresponding to the hand somatotopic position through the lateral spinothalamic tract (Kahle and Frotscher, 2003) in dorsal horn of spinal cord or to the thalamus and lead an overlap of the somatotopic projection of D5 to be sensitized (Dubner, 1991). Local anesthesia of the thumb caused the change in the neighbouring cortical representation areas (Waberski et al., 2003). Animal studies also support that the projections of the cutaneous afferent nerves in the spinal cord are somatotopically organized (Ygge, 1989). Furthermore, the excitation of the thenar muscle afferents may result in activation of wide-dynamic range neurons in lamina V in dorsal horn to receive cutaneous input. These neurons project to thalamic mechanisms (Price and Dubner, 1977; Dubner, 1991), e.g., ventral posterior inferior nucleus (Craig, 2003) and cause the activation of the cingulate cortex change (Petrovic et al., 1999; Price, 2002) compared to that before glutamate injection. Some mechanisms in the thalamus and the cingulate cortex may be involved and sensitized by painful electrical stimulation of D5, and finally lead to SEP dipole position changes at 230 and 350 ms (late SEP components for D5).

5.5. Brain dynamic change by frequency-dependent modulation
In contrast to the temporal-spatial dynamic change of SEPs, the brain dynamics changes in frequency domain are reflected by the oscillation activities in the cortex, which may indicate the reaction activation of the underlying structure in the brain in response to the acupuncture stimulation. Stimulation of the He-Gu point has been reported to inhibit peripheral finger flexion reflex (Takakura et al., 1996), sympathetic outflow (Wang et al., 2002), and modulate somesthetic afferents in the SI (Abad-Alegria et al., 1995). In addition, He-Gu stimulation can also activate the regions in midbrain, hypothalamus, insular, anterior cingulate, and cerebellum (Hsieh et al., 2001). Some Theta and Alpha modulation was noted in auricular acupuncture (Pilloni et al., 1980). A recent study found acupuncture stimulation significantly reduced EEG bispectral index and spectral edge frequency values (Litscher, 2004). After acupuncture treatment, P260 amplitudes of the noxiously induced SEP decreased under anesthesia (Meissner et al., 2004).

Since the initial identification of the putative anterior cingulate cortex by primary current source imaging (Fig. 8) is a technical innovation in EEG frequency-domain source analysis, similar effects have also been recently reported in MEG (Jensen and Vanni, 2002). The frontal midline Theta EEG has long been modeled as a source from various parts of the lateral frontal cortex of both hemispheres (Sasaki et al., 1996) or large area of medial prefrontal cortices including anterior cingulate cortex (Ishii et al., 1999). In study II, the area of Theta activity was modulated by the high-frequency acupoint stimulation and was topographically overlaying the anterior–central midline (Fig. 9) and contralateral prefrontal area, likely reflecting the subcortical anterior cingulate cortex modulation and cortical sensorimotor areas. The effect of Theta reduction may implicate damping of anterior cingulate cortex activity by high-frequency acupoint stimulation and thus reduce the processing capacity of anterior cingulate cortex to impending noxious stimuli and resulting in anti-nociception as pain modulation (Fig. 10). The reduction of Theta EEG power during high-frequency but not low-frequency acupoint stimulation indicates that this modulation of brain activities is frequency dependent.
6. Summary and Conclusions

One main finding of this thesis is that painful electrical stimulation increased SEP amplitude for the early components and enlarged spatial area for the late components compared with non-painful electrical stimulation to thumb and little fingers. In frequency domain, EEG power in the theta band was significantly decreased during high-level transcutaneous acupoint electrical stimulation compared to control point electrical stimulation. In addition, another finding is that the amplitude of SEP component at 45 ms to painful stimulation of the thumb was significantly attenuated after high-level conditioning electrical stimulation. The late SEP amplitudes to painful stimulation of the little finger were significantly enhanced after both low- and high-level conditioning electrical stimulations. Lastly this thesis also observed that the latency of the late SEP component at 230 ms to painful stimulation of the thumb was significantly reduced after acute muscle pain induced by glutamate injection. In the mean time, the source localization of the late flux generators was significantly sunk in the cingulate cortex for little finger SEPs.

These findings suggest that (1) Brain activities can be reflected by SEP peak activities in response to the experimental stimulation. (2) Nociceptive information transmission and pain processing to peripheral stimulation leads to brain response changes not only in the time domain such as SEPs but also in the frequency domain such as EEG broad bands. (3) Cortical activity can be affected after the conditioning experimental pain (skin and muscle pain), and the changes in SEP response for pain sensory and pain affective aspects are different and show strong site-dependent effects. (4) The activities of the underlying mechanism in cortex can be presented from dipole source localization. And the painful finger stimulation could be a valuable experimental model to present the cortical area change related to pain-discriminative and pain-affective aspects of pain processing.
The dynamics of SEPs and EEG may reflect the change of underlying sensory and pain processing mechanisms in the peripheral and central nervous systems. These dynamics may provide implication of the cortical reorganization at the beginning and have significance for pain treatment in the early stage.
Figures

Fig. 2 Temporal-spatial SEP response of the grand average (n=15) to painful stimulation of the little finger (D5) (Study I). Compressed waveform (A), topography (B), the early phase (the electrode CCP3h located at the contralateral primary somatosensory cortex corresponding to the stimulation site, black; the electrode CCP4h located at the ipsilateral primary somatosensory cortex corresponding to the stimulation site, grey) (C), and the late phase, the isolated electrode FCC1h corresponding to the cingulate cortex (D) are respectively displayed. Fifty ms before and 450 ms after onset of stimulus, ten peak stages for painful were isolated and the peak stages with circle were analyzed for early and late phases.
Fig.3 Latency change of the SEPs before and after glutamate and saline injections (Study IV). The activity latencies of somatosensory evoked potentials at 230 ms before and after acute muscle pain are displayed for D1 (right thumb), and for D5 (right little finger). (Data are presented as mean±SEM (standard error of mean), and ★★, indicates significant change p<0.01, ‘Before’ denotes the latency before glutamate or saline injections, ‘After’ denotes the latency at after pain stage in glutamate or saline sessions).
Fig. 4 Focal maximum amplitudes (thin line) and area magnitudes (thick line) of D1 and D5 in the early and late phases for non-painful and painful stimulations (Study I) (‘*’ significant change $p<0.05$, ‘**’ significant change $p<0.01$, ‘***’ significant change $p<0.001$)
Fig. 5 Focal maximum amplitudes of SEPs before and after conditioning electrical stimulation (Study III) The effect of conditioning electrical stimulation on the early SEP components for D1 (thumb) stimulation is shown at (A), and the effect of conditioning electrical stimulation on the late SEP component (around 330 ms) for D1 and D5 (little finger) stimulations is shown at (B). (Low-level CES denotes low level conditioning electrical stimulation, High-level CES denotes high level conditioning electrical stimulation, BS and AS indicates before and after conditioning electrical stimulation respectively. The bar indicates the standard error of mean, and ‘☆’ indicates significant difference $p<0.05$, ‘☆☆’ indicates significant difference $p<0.01$, and ‘☆☆☆’ indicates significant difference $p<0.001$.)
Fig. 6 The dipole positions of four peak stages from the grand average of D5 SEPs and the dipole parameters at 34/36 ms stage before and after high-level conditioning electrical stimulation (CES, BS and AS) (Study III). The figure (A) was obtained by superimposing the dipoles in after high-level CES (red dot) to the dipoles before CES (green dot). L- left hemisphere, R- right hemisphere. The figure (B) present the statistical results of dipole position over the group. The parameters of x, y, and z (mm) are the coordinates of the dipole, x-axis points toward anterior, y-axis to left ear, and z point to superior. The bar indicates standard error of mean, and ‘☆’ Indicates significant change p<0.05.
Fig. 7 Dipole positions before and after pain in glutamate and saline sessions (Study IV). The statistical results of dipole position over the group at 230 and 350 ms are displayed respectively at (A) and (B) for D5. The parameters of x, y, and z (mm) are the coordinates of the dipole, x-axis points toward anterior, y-axis points to left ear, and z-axis points upwards. ‘Before’ is the dipole coordinates before pain, and ‘After’ is the dipole coordinates at after pain stage in glutamate or saline sessions. Data are presented as mean±SEM (standard error of mean), and ✫ indicates significant change P<0.05.
Fig. 8: Topographic somatosensory field power (SFP) and tomographic current source images (CSI) of Theta EEG: high frequency (A/HF) and low frequency (A/LF) acupuncture stimulation in one subject (Study II).
Fig. 9 The automatic quantification method (AQM) Theta-EEG mappings (n = 12, Study II)
Baseline: before acupuncture stimulation, A/HF: acupuncture stimulation with high frequency,
Post: after acupuncture stimulation, FM indicates the position of the focal maximum power.
Fig. 10 Statistical effect within and between conditions on Theta activities (Study II)
(A) Illustrates that the Theta activity was significantly decreased from Baseline to Stimulation A/HF, (B) illustrates an increase of Theta activity at Stimulation C/LF as compared with Baseline. (C) The significant decrease of Theta activity during the A/HF, compared with the other conditions. (A/LF, low frequency acupoint stimulation, A/HF, high frequency acupoint stimulation, C/LF, low frequency control point stimulation, C/HF, high frequency control point stimulation. Bar: standard error of mean; * denotes p<0.05)
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